Science Fiction Books for First-Third Graders

Alistair in Outer Space-Marilyn Sadler
Commander Toad and the Big, Black Hole-Jane Yolen
Here Come the Aliens-Colin McNaughton
Hush Little Alien-Daniel Kirk
It Came from Outer Space-Tony Bradman
June 29, 1999-David Wiesner
Kryptic: The Little Space Guy-Gregg Rodgers
Moog, Moog Space Barber-Mark Teague
Moon Ball-Jane Yolen
My Best friend is Out of this World-Sarah Albee
Space Rock-John Buller
Time Train-Paul Fleischman
UFO Diary-Satoshi Kitamura
Weslandia-Paul Fleischmann
Stanley in Space by Jeff Brown

Science-Fiction Books for Third and Fourth Graders

Aliens for Breakfast-Jonathan Etra
The Bionic Bunny Show-Marc Brown
Harriet’s Hare-Dick King-Smith
Knights of the Kitchen Table-Jon Scieszka
My Life among the Aliens-Gail Gauthier
My Trip to Alpha I-Alfred Slote
The Not-So-Jolly Roger-Jon Scieszka
Tut, Tut-Jon Scieszka
Your Mother was a Neanderthal-Jon Scieszka
Zoom! Zoom! Zoom! I’m Off to the Moon-Dan Yaccarino
Animorphs by K.A. Applegate
Lunchbox and the Aliens by Bryan Fields
My Teacher Fried My Brains by Bruce Coville